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Brexit: positioning your portfolio

With just six months to go before the UK is due to leave the EU – and the 
shape of the country’s future relationship with the continent still far from clear 
– many clients are asking how Brexit will affect their portfolios.  In this note, 
we look back at how we positioned portfolios ahead of the referendum on EU 
membership in June 2016, outline what we have done since the vote and explore 
how different political outcomes could affect our recommended investments.  

Looking back 

Back in 2010, we began reducing a bias towards UK equities that we had held since before the global 
financial crisis.  This move, in part, reflected what we saw at the time as an increase in UK political risk, 
but was largely an acknowledgement of the breadth of investment opportunities in overseas markets.  
The UK stock market was, and still is, heavily weighted towards banks, miners and oil companies, with 
very little exposure to technology businesses or other fast-growing, globally dominant companies.

As such, from the beginning of 2010 to the end of 2015, we reduced UK equities from c67% of overall 
equity allocations to c37%, with European, Asian and emerging markets equity allocations being the 
largest beneficiaries.

In the run up to the June 2016 referendum, we also reduced UK commercial property allocations, 
believing that, given where valuations stood at the time, this asset class was the most vulnerable in the 
event that the electorate voted to leave the EU.
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Following the referendum, sterling took most of the strain, dropping more than 10% against 
the US dollar over just two days.  Meanwhile, UK bonds rallied as it became clear that the Bank 
of England would cut interest rates in order to support the economy.  The UK equity market 
suffered a short, sharp drop as the referendum result came in but recouped this within days 
as investors realised that a more competitive pound would be good for the profits of overseas 
earners.  The UK stock market finished the year up more than 15% but, in sterling terms, overseas 
equities did even better.  The one weak spot was UK commercial property, which fell more 
sharply than UK equities and took longer to recoup its losses.

Over the last two years, we have been gradually reducing overall equity allocations in client 
portfolios.  These moves were in response to stock markets becoming more expensive even as 
geopolitical risks rose and global central banks, led by the US Federal Reserve, raised interest 
rates.  In our view, equity valuations were no longer offering a sufficient margin of safety to 
justify the higher weightings we had favoured for much of the post-financial crisis period. 

Current positioning and our base case for Brexit

As illustrated by the asset allocation journey in Figure 2, our recommended portfolios are 
positioned more defensively now than at any time since the 2008-09 global financial crisis.  This 
stance reflects a number of global risks but Brexit is one that has the potential to evolve rapidly 
and where particular outcomes could impact parts of client portfolios in very different ways.

We have no insights into what the UK government will agree with the EU or what might be 
acceptable to Parliament.  There are ‘red lines’ for the government, the EU, the different fringes 
of the Conservative party and the opposition Labour party.  Likely outcomes include one or 
more parties compromising on specific barriers to a deal, the UK requesting an extension to 
the exit process or the UK crashing out of the EU with no deal.  Each of these outcomes has 
different implications for financial markets.
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Figure 1: Asset class and currency movements since 2016
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Figure 2: The asset allocation journey for our Wealth Management Balanced model

We cannot rule anything out at this stage, which makes positioning portfolios difficult, but not 
impossible.  We believe our edge here comes from trying to gauge what is priced into markets, 
thinking long and hard about the risks and maintaining a healthy degree of scepticism, rather 
than guessing the final outcome.

We note that sterling has remained weak and bond yields have stayed low since the immediate 
aftermath of the referendum.  The UK stock market, despite the uncertainty surrounding Brexit, 
has performed relatively well, with the FTSE 100 index hitting an all-time high of 7,903.5 in May 
this year.  It has since given back some of its gains but, at the time of writing, is still within 5% 
of its high.  However, not all UK companies have benefited.  The shares of domestically focused 
companies – particularly those that import overseas goods and sell them to UK customers – have 
underperformed those of more global businesses, which account for a large proportion of the 
FTSE.

Considering these factors together, we believe that, on average, investors are pricing in either a 
fairly poor deal with the EU, which leaves the UK economy driving in a low gear for an extended 
period, or a mild form of ‘hard exit’, where workarounds for disruption to travel, provision of 
financial services and trade in food and manufacturing components are implemented quickly but 
are far from perfect.  In these outcomes, we might expect sterling to weaken a bit further (maybe 
5% against the euro and US dollar) and the Bank of England to cut interest rates.  

Looking at different asset classes, high quality sterling bonds, particularly index-linked gilts, 
would likely produce strong returns.  On the UK stock market, the share prices of companies 
that export from, or import to, the UK would probably fall, while those merely listed in London 
but operating primarily overseas would potentially benefit.  Currency moves would mean that 
international equities would likely appreciate in sterling terms.  Finally, the performance of UK 
commercial real estate would be stock specific.  We are happy with how our recommended 
property funds are positioned but recognise that there is a risk of prices falling more broadly if 
lots of investors decide to sell out of the asset class.  Overall, we think that, in sterling terms, our 
recommended portfolios can perform well in such a scenario.
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But what if something else happens?  We now consider the extremes of a disorderly exit from 
the EU where stabilising quick fixes remain elusive and, at the other end of the spectrum, a deal 
being reached that ensures the UK remains in a very close relationship with the EU that is akin to 
ongoing membership.  

Scenario 1: A disorderly Brexit

In the disorderly Brexit scenario, both imports to, and exports from, the UK would be disrupted, 
impacting both production and consumption.  To help support the economy, the Bank of 
England would likely cut interest rates to zero and flood the financial system with cash to avoid 
a credit crunch if banks are unable to raise money from abroad or faced a sharp rise in customer 
withdrawals.  Sterling would likely fall, potentially by as much as 15% against the euro and US 
dollar, and short-term inflation expectations would jump.  

Conventional gilts could rally in this scenario, though UK corporate bonds would probably fare 
less well.  Companies whose supply chains had been disrupted might issue more debt to fund 
capital investment to plug the gaps, while default expectations for more indebted companies 
with weak business models would rise.  However, most investment grade companies should have 
sufficient resources to see them through such a period without defaulting on their debts.  Index-
linked gilts could perform well as real yields fall and inflation expectations rise. 

Turning to equities, the weaker pound would be positive for overseas allocations.  Companies 
listed in the UK that do very little of their production or distribution domestically (such as miners 
and oil companies) could see their shares rally on the back of the weaker pound.  Companies that 
both produce and sell primarily in the UK, without reliance on imported materials or components, 
may also perform well.  However, those UK-based businesses that are either big importers or 
exporters may see their share prices fall on concerns about how badly their operations will be 
disrupted.  Considering UK commercial property, we would expect prices in aggregate to fall but 
properties in different regions and sectors would be affected to differing degrees.  Well-located 
industrial and logistics assets may be able to raise rents, though retail properties and London 
offices could suffer from heightened occupier risk.  

Overall, we believe that our recommended portfolios would broadly hold their value, in sterling 
terms, in this scenario.  Gains from overseas equities could be broadly offset by losses from some 
UK equity and commercial property funds, while fixed interest allocations would make modest 
gains at best. 

Scenario 2: Maintaining a close relationship with the EU

In our close ongoing relationship scenario, which could come about from an (admittedly 
unlikely) good deal being offered by the EU, or the UK being allowed to suspend the Article 50 
exit process indefinitely, the UK economy would avoid disruption, enabling investment decisions 
that had been put on hold to restart.  Economically, this would be very positive, sterling would 
rally (10% or more against the euro and US dollar), and the Bank of England would very likely 
accelerate the normalisation of interest rates.  

Unfortunately, this would almost certainly be the worst outcome for our recommended 
portfolios, at least as they currently stand.  Bond prices would fall as investors anticipate a faster 
pace of interest rate rises.  Even short-dated corporate bonds would be marked down slightly.  
In sterling terms, overseas equities and those of UK based exporters would likely fall sharply.  
However, domestically focused UK businesses that rely heavily on imports could see their share 
prices recover after more than two years in the doldrums.  UK commercial property may also 
benefit from improved sentiment and a recovery in overseas investment in the economy, though 
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rising bond yields would probably limit the gains to property.  Overall, we would expect our 
recommended portfolios, and particularly those with higher equity allocations, to perform poorly 
in this scenario.

Conclusion

Although we can claim no great insights into the exit negotiation process, we still believe 
that both UK and EU politicians are seeking to avoid an overly disruptive outcome and that 
a compromise at the final hour – probably on the UK government’s red lines – is possible.  A 
failure to do so could shatter the Conservative party’s reputation as being good stewards of the 
economy and we think that a self-preservation instinct among Tory MPs would drive all but the 
most rebellious to vote in favour of a deal, no matter how far it was from their ideal solution.

In summary, our recommended portfolios are designed to have the right balance of assets for a 
wide range of scenarios.  We are trying to hedge risks sensibly, without betting on a particular 
outcome but will adjust our thinking as opportunities arise or the likelihood of one outcome over 
another becomes sufficiently clear.  Within portfolios, there is currently considerable dry powder 
in the form of short-dated corporate and inflation-linked bond funds that could be deployed to 
take advantage of Brexit-related, or other, opportunities.

If you would like to discuss this note further, please speak to your usual adviser.  If you have 
strong views on how the EU exit will play out, or need your portfolio to maintain its purchasing 
power in currencies other than sterling, we can provide specific recommendations to ensure 
that your investments are structured accordingly.
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